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Adaptive Batch Coding: A Balanced Congestion
Control Strategy for Multi-Beam Antenna Networks

Qian Mao, Fei Hu, Member, IEEE, Ke Bao, Sunil Kumar

Abstract—Multi-Beam Smart Antennas (MBSAs) achieve con-
current communications in multiple beams, thereby providing
higher throughput compared to regular directional antennas.
Most of the transport control schemes used today are based
on TCP, which are too conservative since they indiscriminately
reduce the window size upon any packet loss. The other extremity
is the de-congestion control strategy, which abandons both
window size control and retransmission, aggressively saturates
the network, and compensates packet loss via network coding.
To adapt to the features of the MBSA-based networks, this work
proposes a balanced transport control strategy between the above
two categories, which is based on the idea of Adaptive Batch
Coding (ABC). The proposed ABC scheme resists random loss
through redundant coding and copes with congestion via window
shrink and retransmission. Using a cross-layer design (between
transport and routing layer), both the coding scheme and the
traffic allocation are adaptively adjusted according to network
conditions. A customized simulation system has been developed to
comprehensively evaluate the performances of the proposed ABC
protocol. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme
overcomes the drawbacks of those two extremities: it achieves
both high throughput and high good throughput (under loss) in
MBSA-based networks.

Index Terms—Congestion Control, Multi-Beam Smart An-
tenna (MBSA), Network Coding, Adaptive Batching Coding
(ABC), Cross-Layer Design.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Multi-Beam Smart Antenna (MBSA) has multiple
beams in different directions and can simultaneously

send/receive packets through the beams by using simple beam
control mechanism, therefore attracting many interests in both
industry and academia [1, 2]. Meanwhile, due to its flexible
deployment and improved throughput, wireless backhaul has
drawn many attentions and has been standardized in 3GPP
long term evolution (LTE) [3]. The in-band wireless backhaul
provides many benefits in terms of hardware cost and fre-
quency reuse, therefore becoming a promising technique for
5G network [4, 5]. The delay performances of various kinds
of backhaul models have been studied, and the relationship
among packet delay, packet size, number of hops, etc., has
been deduced [6]. Using a delay-based access control policy,
an improved performance was achieved in the heterogeneous
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backhaul network [7]. Considering the mesh structure of the
wireless backhaul network, the MBSA is an ideal choice. In
this work, we aim to design a transport layer protocol that
provides reliability and controls congestion with the consider-
ation of MBSA features, thereby improving the performances
of wireless networks.

A popular option for transport layer protocol is TCP. How-
ever, when TCP is applied to wireless network, its conser-
vative data dispatching strategy significantly constrains the
throughput performance. Balakrishnan et al. [8] pointed out
that wireless networks suffer from packet loss not only because
of congestion but also due to link errors, node mobility, etc.,
and they drew the conclusion that cross-layer (transport/data
link layer) design and selective acknowledgments could bring
significant improvement to the throughput. After that, the
research focusing on cross-layer design to distinguish the
packet loss types has drawn some attentions [9, 10]. To
increase network utilization and limit packet loss, Active
Queue Management (AQM) was proposed and developed,
which efficiently reduced congestion by intelligently dropping
packets in a nearly full buffer [11]. However, due to its
relatively conservative congestion control strategy, the average
throughput of the TCP-based network is less than 50% of the
maximum network capacity, and may be even worse in multi-
hop, multi-path network architecture [12].

Another kind of transport layer design is called de-
congestion control, which uses redundancy codes to resist
packet loss. Network coding can be divided into two cate-
gories, i.e., fixed-rate codes and rateless codes. One of the
most popular fixed-rate codes is the batch coding. To decrease
the decoding delay, Chen et al. proposed a pipelined network
coding scheme [13]. Another category of network coding is
rateless codes, pioneered by LT codes and Raptor codes, and
boomed by Fountain codes [14-16]. De-congestion control
removes TCP-based congestion control and uses redundancy
coding to retrieve the lost packets. It improves the throughput
compared to TCP in some circumstances. However, applying
de-congestion control directly to the MBSA networks has
some drawbacks: 1)It does not consider the Concurrent Packet
Transmission/Reception (CPT/CPR) constraints of the MBSA.
If the coded symbols are simply dispatched to all beams,
some beams may finish Tx earlier than others, thus wasting
bandwidth. 2)It sacrifices good throughput. The multi-hop,
multi-path wireless network increases the possibility of packet
loss as well as the ACK feedback time. If the sender keeps
sending symbols until a positive ACK is received, the ratio of
the raw data could be very low. 3) It does not have efficient
congestion control. When congestion occurs, merely sending
more encoded symbols without decreasing the sending rate
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may actually aggravate the congestion situation.
We would like to point out that the CPT/CPR feature of

MBSAs poses certain challenges for transport layer design.
For example, in a multi-path, coupled transmission (Fig.1 (c))
which can better utilize MBSA’s parallel data delivery in all
beams, all the nodes in the same hop (i.e., with the same
hop distance to the source) must be in coarse synchronization
status, i.e. either All Tx (transmission) or All Rx (reception)
status. Thus the congestion control scheme must consider such
a coarse schedule synchronization between different hops. For
example, if one hop is in Tx mode, the next hop must be in
Rx mode if the nodes of next hop want to receive packets
from last hop. Such a special MBSA data forwarding pattern
requires that the MBSA transport control must be integrated
with MBSA-oriented routing architecture. (in this work, we
will integrate our transport scheme with a special grid routing
topology that is suitable to MBSA CPT/CPR patterns). More-
over, the queues belonging to the same node (but in different
beams) must all be cleared out within approximately the same
time. Otherwise, one beam may finish transmission earlier than
other beams and sit there in ’idle’ status. This requires that
some sort of fair traffic allocation strategy be used among
different beams to guarantee approximately the same queue
clearance time among all the queues. In this work, we will
propose a beam-adaptive traffic allocation strategy.

Since TCP is overly conservative in congestion control and
the de-congestion control is too aggressive in saturating net-
work capacity, some protocols combine those two categories to
achieve a balanced performance. A congestion control method
using network coding was proposed by Chen et al., which
focused on the flow control for multicast flows [17]. Kiss
et al. proposed a network coding based congestion control
scheme performed in the network layer of wired networks
[18]. A TCP adaptation scheme based on rateless codes and
opportunistic data forwarding was proposed in [19]. Hou et
al. studied how to ’smartly’ drop packets at the source to
balance the caching size and the packet loss ratio during
network coding [20]. The impact on the stability of TCP-
Reno scheme when a network coding layer is inserted in the
TCP/IP stack was comprehensively analyzed in [21]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, mo research has been directed
toward the efficient congestion control for MBSA-equipped
networks. Considering the specific features of the MBSAs,
much improvement can be achieved if the network coding is
incorporated with the special routing features of the MBSA
network. Therefore, in this work, a novel Adaptive Batch
Coding (ABC) based transport layer protocol is proposed,
which makes the following contributions:
• 1) Using a novel network coding scheme to balance

the congestion control strategies. The proposed ABC
scheme combines the redundancy coding and window
size control to provide reliability and congestion control,
thereby increasing the good throughput.

• 2) Cross-layer design. Link quality parameters are col-
lected from the routing layer and are used to adjust the
ABC coding scheme. Furthermore, each node dynami-
cally allocates traffic among multiple beams based on the
cross-layer information.

• 3) Congestion control based on loss differentiation. The
ABC-based protocol distinguishes the types of packet loss
by using redundancy coding: the random loss is retrieved
by redundancy, and the retransmission and window size
shrinking are launched upon congestion.

• 4) Perfectly fitting the features of MBSAs. A pipe-like
data forwarding architecture based on the ABC scheme
is proposed, which explores the MBSAs concurrent com-
munication capability and increases good throughput.

The proposed congestion control scheme is designed for
wireless mesh networks, and it can be easily transplanted
to 5G wireless backhaul networks. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces the related
works. The detailed ABC scheme is described in Section III.
In section IV, a congestion control strategy based on the ABC
scheme and cross-layer design is presented. The simulation
results and analyses are presented in Section V, followed by
the conclusions in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

To provide transmission reliability and congestion control
to mesh network, multi-path-oriented TCP schemes have been
proposed. A typical one, called Multipath TCP (MPTCP), has
been standardized by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
in 2013 [22]. It enables the hosts to build additional paths
between the sender and the receiver, and to use multiple paths
with different IP addresses to transmit data simultaneously, as
shown in Fig. 1 (a).

The MPTCP only exploits multiple output/input links for
the transmitter and receiver, and the intermediate nodes still
work at a single-input-single-output pattern. To exploit the
multi-directional communication capability of the MBSAs,
our previous work [23] proposed a Ripple-Diamond-Chain
(RDC) routing topology (Fig.1 (b)). In this scheme, the entire
route is composed of a series of diamond-shaped sections,
each of which includes a main path and two side paths.
The main path and side paths deliver the data via different
beams with well-separated collision domains. Compared to
MPTCP, RDC makes better use of the multi-beam capacity of
the intermediate nodes. However, the formation of the RDC
topology requires five nodes for each diamond section, which
makes the chain infeasible if there are not enough nodes for
a section, and also limits the further capacity improvement if
there are more than five nodes available.

In 2014, Loch et al. proposed a corridor topology for
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
wireless networks [24]. To fully exploit the frequency channels
of each node, a corridor involving many nodes is built to
bridge the sender and the receiver, as shown in Fig. 1 (c). In
the corridor, the intermediate nodes having the same number
of hops from the sender comprise a stage, and each node
simultaneously communicates with multiple nodes belonging
to its last and next stages.

Inspired by their work, a fence routing scheme was proposed
by our previous work [25]. In this scheme, a transmission
corridor is created between the sender and the receiver, which
is composed of a main path and many side paths. Different
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Fig. 1: Multi-Path Topologies
(a) Multipath TCP; (b) RDC topology; (c) Corridor Topology

from the RDC and the corridor topologies, fence routing does
not require an identical number of nodes for each stage,
thereby providing more flexibility to the topology formation.

III. A NOVEL NETWORK CODING SCHEME: ADAPTIVE
BATCH CODING (ABC)

The proposed adaptive batch coding scheme allows the com-
munication entities to transmit messages successfully without
retransmission when random loss happens. The ABC scheme
first estimates the path quality based on the data collected from
the network layer, and determines the coding rate. According
to the coding rate, redundant symbols are generated through a
bit-wise exclusive-OR (XOR) operation upon the original data.
Once the batch coding is finished, the source node attaches
a unique ID to each encoded symbol and dispatches all the
symbols through the main path as well as the side paths. Each
node, including the source and all the intermediate nodes,
collects the transmission quality of all of its outgoing links
and allocates traffic according to link quality.

The decoder at the receiver side shares the same generator
matrix with the encoder at the sender side. For each block
(batch), if the received symbols are sufficient enough for
decoding, the decoder starts to decode and retrieves all of

Start

Source node allocates the encoded symbols 
according to link quality and sends symbols out.

Each intermediate node allocates the 
symbols according to its output link quality.

Receiver decodes the symbols 
and sends ACK back.

Source node judges whether the 
block is successfully decoded

No

Source node ends up 
the block and waits 
for the next block.

Source node generates encoded symbols.

Yes

Source node collects pipe quality and 
determines the coding rate.

Source node shrinks the 
sending window, encodes the 
lost packetsand retransmits.

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the Proposed ABC Protocol

the original packets successfully. Note that the decoder does
not necessarily wait for all of the symbols of a batch due to
the redundancy. However, if there are so many lost symbols
that the received symbols are not sufficient for successful
decoding, a Negative Acknowledgement (NACK) is sent back
to the source, indicating the IDs of the decoding-failed packets.
The source then shrinks the window size, encodes the failed
packets, and retransmits them. Note that a large buffer is
possessed by the sender and receiver to combat the channel
condition variation. The schematic of the proposed ABC
scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

Assuming that the original message batch is M =
[m1,m2, · · · ,mk], and each packet contains h bits, then, a
(n, k) batch encoder generates the encoded block C through
the following computation:

C = G∗M =


g11 g12 . . . g1k
g21 g22 . . . g2k

...
...

. . .
...

gn1 gn2 . . . gnk

∗

m1

m2

...
mk

 =


c1
c2
...
cn

 (1)

where G is a pre-defined generator matrix, gij ∈ [0, 1], and ci
is the encoded symbol with a size of h bits (i ∈ [1, 2, · · · , n],
j ∈ [1, 2, · · · , k]). The coding rate is r = k/n.

The generator matrix is designed according to the propaga-
tion features of each link. In the wireless backhaul network,
due to the factors of nodes’ mobility, line-of-sight (LoS)
condition, jamming, etc, the quality of the wireless backhaul
channel varies from link to link and from time to time [3, 4].
Since the fence routing protocols always pick the best link in
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each stage to comprise the main path, we set the background
for our network coding design as, 1) the main path provides
higher capacity and lower error rate, and the transmission
condition is relatively stable, and 2) the side paths have lower
capacity, higher error rate, and more unstable conditions.

On one hand, the multi-hop transmission accumulates the
packet errors; on the other hand, the multi-path transmission
aggravates the out-of-order problem, since the link qualities of
the main path and side paths are different. Apparently, adding
slight redundancy to resist random loss is beneficial. However,
when congestion occurs, adding too much redundancy may
aggravate congestion. Therefore, the proposed ABC scheme
employs the following strategies:
• A systemic coding method is adopted for fast decoding,

which significantly reduces the computational complexity
and decoding delay.

• The task of the redundancy information is to resist
random loss, thus, the amount of redundancy is generally
low, and the coding rate is dynamically adjusted accord-
ing to the link error rate.

• The generation of the redundancy is based on the routing
characteristics and the path quality.

Thus, the generator matrix of the proposed ABC scheme is
defined as:

G =

 Ik
Go

1×k
Gp

l×k

 =



1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . 1
1 1 . . . 1
g11 g12 . . . g1k
g21 g22 . . . g2k

...
...

. . .
...

gl1 gl2 . . . glk


(2)

The generator matrix is composed of three parts: 1) an
identical matrix, Ik, with a size of k × k; 2) an overall
checking submatrix, Go

1×k, which is an 1 × k all-one vector.
The overall checking submatrix generates slight redundancy
to provide comprehensive protection against the random loss
potentially happened to every packet in a batch; and 3) the
partial checking submatrix, Gp

l×k, which is optional and has
a size of l × k. The pattern of Gp

l×k is related to routing
characteristics and is designed in such a way that the symbols
traveling through ”poor” paths are provided extra protections.

Therefore, the encoded symbols obtained by (1) is:

C =
[
Cs Co Cp

]
=
[
cs1 cs2 . . . csk co1 cp1 cp2 . . . cpl

] (3)

There are three parts in the encoded block C:
• The first part, Cs, includes the systemic symbols, which

are identical to the original packets, i.e., csi = mi

(i = 1, 2, . . . , k). A systemic coding strategy decreases
the decoding complexity. If no congestion happens, the
decoder submits the packets to the upper layer without
waiting for the redundant symbols.

• The second part includes an overall checking symbol
(OCS), i.e., co1 = m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ · · · ⊕mk, where ⊕ is the

bit-wise XOR operation. Apparently, the OCS can resist
single packet loss within a batch. In the proposed ABC
scheme, the OCS is mandatory to be employed.

• The last part includes the partial checking symbols (PCS).
The PCSs are optional, and are obtained by the bit-wise
XOR operations implemented on particular packets. If
some side paths persistently yield worse quality, more
redundancy can be added to the packets travelling through
these paths to provide extra protection. However, the
PCSs are effective only when the transmission situations
are so stable that the source node is able to determine
which packets are travelling through the side paths.

An example based on the RDC topology as shown in Fig.1
(b) is presented. Assuming that the side paths undertake 1/3
traffic approximately, the generator matrix covering 4 original
packets within a batch can be designed as:

G =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1

 (4)

Thus, the encoded symbols are C = [cs1, c
s
2, c

s
3, c

s
4, c

o
1, c

p
1, ],

where the OCS is co1 = m1⊕m2⊕m3⊕m4, and the PCS is
cp1 = m3⊕m4. If segments m1 and m2 travel through the main
path, and segments m3 and m4 travel through the side paths,
the PCS cp1 provides extra protection for the side path symbols.
However, if the traffic allocation varies significantly from stage
to stage, it would be difficult to decide which packets should
be provided extra protections. Under this circumstance, the
PCS should be abandoned to use.

Since a generator matrix yielding systemic coding is shared
between the sender and receiver, the computational complexity
of both sides is low. For each batch, the maximum computation
of the sender is (n − k) ∗ (k − 1) ∗ h times of bit-wise
XOR operation (to obtain (n − k) redundant symbols). For
the receiver, if no original packets lost, there is no decoding
computation involved. However, if packet loss happened and
k intact symbols were collected, the decoder retrieves the lost
packets through a maximum of (n− k) ∗ (k− 1) ∗ h times of
bit-wise XOR operation.

IV. ABC BASED TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOL

A natural solution to form a MBSA-oriented routing is to
use a pipe to deliver packets, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The i-th
stage nodes can concurrently communicate with the (i + 1)-
th stage nodes via different beams. By controlling the beam
appropriately, the interference among beams are low enough
for high-quality concurrent communications.

To build such a transmission pipe, we proposed a fence
routing topology in our previous work [25], as shown in Fig.
3 (b). The transmission pipe consists of multiple stages, each
of which has a flexible number of nodes, depending on how
many nodes are available. Each beam has a weight value that
measures the link quality. There is a main path in the pipe,
which consists of high-quality links and defines the trajectory
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Data Forwarding in a Pipe-Shaped Path
(a) Pipe Transmission (b) Data Forwarding in a Pipe

of the pipe. To build a fence routing topology, each node
maintains a beam table, as shown in Table I. The parameters
in beam table indicate the communication quality of each link,
which are used to determine the coding pattern of the ABC
scheme.

The proposed ABC based transport layer protocol is based
on the fence routing topology. To achieve a smooth pipe
streaming, the following strategies are adopted: (1) automatic
batch size control, (2) postponed retransmission and window
size adjustment, and (3) multi-beam traffic allocation. The
details are elaborated in the following.

A. Batch Size Adjustment
The proposed ABC scheme controls the data transmission in

a time-slot pattern. Assuming that the source node generates N
packets in each second, and a Standard Window Size (SWS),
b, is pre-selected, then, the time slot length is T = b/N ,
which means that a coding block, i.e., a batch, will be sent out
by the sender within T seconds. Note that the window/batch
time duration is proportional to the SWS — the more packets
we pack in a batch, the longer window time would be. This
is different from TCP, where the window time duration is
determined by the Round Trip Time (RTT). Following that,
the sender estimates the path quality and chooses appropriate
parameters for ABC coding scheme, i.e., the batch size k and
the coded block size n. To determine these coding parameters,
two factors should be considered.

1) Coding Rate: Since the aim of redundant coding is to
resist the random loss, the coding rate r should be proportional
to the rate of the loss occurrences. Assuming that there are Q
paths from the source to the destination, and for the i-th path,
the symbol loss rate of the j-th stage is eSi,j , then, the loss rate
of the i-th path is

eRi = 1−
D∏

j=1

(1− eSi,j), (5)

where i ∈ [1, 2, · · · , Q], and D is the number of stages from
the source to destination. Then, the coding rate is chosen as

r = γ × [1−max(eR1 , e
R
2 , · · · , eRQ)], (6)

where γ is defined as the risk factor. If a conservative transmis-
sion strategy is expected, a smaller γ should be chosen. Thus,

less raw packets and more redundancy will be included in a
batch. On the contrary, if an aggressive transmission strategy
is needed, a larger γ should be adopted to send more raw
packets (with the price of less loss-resistance capability).

2) Block Size: Since the bandwidth of each link/beam
changes with time, the capacity of the entire pipe varies. Thus,
the amount of data sent by the source in each window should
be dynamically adjusted according to the pipe capacity. To
achieve this goal, for the i-th time slot, the source node collects
the bandwidth information of each stage and computes the
capacity evaluation factor as follows:

κi =
min(Ci

1, C
i
2, · · · , Ci

D)

CE
, (7)

where Ci
j is the bandwidth of the j-th stage in the i-th time

slot (j ∈ [1, 2, · · · , D]), and CE is the expected bandwidth for
the entire pipe, which are computed as:

Ci
j =

L∑
l=1

Ci
j,l,

CE =

∑i−1
l=1 min(Cl

1, C
l
2, · · · , Cl

D)

i− 1
,

where Ci
j,l is the bandwidth of the l-th link of the j-th stage

at the i-th time slot. Then, the recommended window size of
the i-th time slot, w′i, is:

w′i = κib (8)

where b is the Standard Window Size.
If there is no NACK, the real window size, wi, is equal to the

recommended window size, i.e., wi = w′i. Therefore, for the
i-th time slot, the sender takes wi original packets, generates
1−ri
ri

wi redundant symbols, and sends all wi

ri
symbols within

a time slot T . This strategy allows the sender to dynamically
adjust the sending rate according to the pipe's capacity.

B. Postponed Retransmission

The redundancy is only used for random loss resistance. If
congestion happens, there might be so many missing symbols
that the receiver cannot successfully decode the batch. In this
situation, the lost packets will be retransmitted.
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TABLE I: Beam Table

Beam # Facing direction Link quality Queue size Dest. node Traffic type Traffic rate Traffic Capacity

Beam 1 North East [20◦, 60◦] RSSI=-70dbm 90 % full B Video-VBR 1.5Mbps 2Mbits

Beam 2 South East [−20◦, −60◦] RSSI=-60dbm 75 % full F Audio-CBR 0.6Mbps 600Kbits

Beam 3 East [−20◦, 20◦] RSSI=-55dbm 50 % full H Data-ABR 1Mbps 1.6Mbits

1) Negative ACK: Since most batches can be successfully
decoded even though random loss happens, using a Negative
ACK (NACK) mechanism is more efficient than using ACK for
feedback. Therefore, at the receiver side, if sufficient symbols
(not necessarily all of the symbols) of a batch have been
received, the receiver begins to decode, submits the decoded
packets to the application layer, and ignores the late-arriving
symbols of the same batch. However, if the receiver is unable
to collect enough symbols for a successful decoding within
a certain time, a NACK will be sent back to the sender,
indicating the IDs of the fail-decoded packets. To fasten the
feedback process, the NACK packets travel through the main
path. Note that the NACK packets are tiny (<100 bytes), and
can be easily piggybacked in reverse packet.

2) Window Time Control: Once receiving a NACK, two
operations are performed by the sender: a) The sender encodes
the failed packets as a single batch and retransmits it; and b)
the window size is dramatically shrunk. Assuming that there
are p packets needed to be retransmitted, the sender encodes
these p packets as a new batch, postpones for λT seconds,
and retransmits. Here λ is defined as Congestion Adjustment
Factor (CAF). The reason of holding the retransmission for
some time is to allow the network clearing up the queues in
the bottleneck nodes, thus relieving the congestion. Note that
the CAF can be less than 1, which means that the sender waits
for less than one window time before the retransmission.

Once the lost packets have been retransmitted, the sender
doubles the window size until reaching the recommended size
computed by (8). Assuming that a NACK claiming p lost
packets is received by the sender in the j-th window, the size
of the i-th window, wi, is (i = 1, 2, · · · , j, j + 1, · · · ):

wi =


w′i, for i ≤ j
0, for j < i < j + λT
p, for i = j + λT + 1
min(2wi−1, w

′
i), for i > j + λT + 1

(9)

Fig. 4 exemplifies a scenario of window size variation, for
which the CAF is λ = 1. It is assumed that there is no NACK
in the first 6 windows, and the window sizes computed by (8)
are 7, 8, 7, 9, 6, 7, respectively. However, a NACK claiming
two lost packets is received by the sender during the 6th
window. Thus the size of the 7th window is decreased to 0.
Following that, the two lost packets are retransmitted in the
8th window, i.e., w8 = 2. Assuming that the recommended
sizes from the 9th to 12th windows are 7, 7, 7, and 8,
respectively. Then according to (9), the actual sizes of these
four windows are: w9 = min(4, 7) = 4, w10 = min(8, 7) = 7,
w11 = min(14, 7) = 7, w12 = min(14, 8) = 8.
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Fig. 4: Window Size Variation

C. Traffic Allocation

In both the RDC topology and the fence topology, the
main path has the best transmission quality, i.e., the highest
bandwidth and the lowest lost rate, while the transmission
quality of the side paths varies significantly. Therefore, in
the proposed scheme, each node, including the sender and all
the intermediate nodes, allocates the symbols among all of its
outlet links according to a capacity-and-reliability criterion.

First, each node collects path quality parameters of all of
its outgoing links, including 1) the path type, which indicates
whether the outgoing link belongs to the main path or the side
path; 2) bit error rate of the link, e; and 3) link bandwidth,
W . All the information can be collected from routing layer,
as shown in Table I.

Meanwhile, each node records the time that an outgoing
link finished the transmission of the last symbol. Using this
information, the time that the next symbol will be finished
sending through the same link can be calculated as:

ti,p = ti−1,p +
B

Wp
(10)

where ti,p is the time that the i-th symbol will be finished
transmission via the p-th link, ti−1,p is the time that the (i−1)-
th symbol was finished sending through the p-th link, B is the
packet size, and Wp is the data rate of the p-th link. Here
p ∈ [1, 2, · · · , P ], and P is the quantity of the outgoing links.

For symbol i, the optimal outgoing link, Lopti
i , is the one

that yields the minimum transmission time, i.e.,

Lopti
i = Li,j 3 ti,j = min(ti,1, ti,2, · · · , ti,P ) (11)

In such a way, the symbols are primarily allocated based
on link quality. In addition, the following rules should also
be followed when allocating traffic: 1) The checking symbols
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Fig. 5: Traffic Allocation upon RDC Topology

should always travel through the main path since they are the
skeleton keys for all (or partial) original packets. 2) If the error
rate of an outgoing link is larger than the coding rate r, the
link is marked as invalid, and no symbol is allocated to it.

Fig. 5 shows an example of traffic allocation on a 2-ripple
RDC topology with a generator matrix of (4). Assume that in
ripple 1, the two side paths undertake 30% payload; while in
ripple 2, the two side paths undertake 50% payload. The PCP
packet, cp1 = cs3⊕cs4, provides extra protection for the side path
symbols, cs3 and cs4. Fig. 6 shows another prototype with the
block size of 7 upon a 6-stage fence routing topology. Assume
that the link quality significantly varies from stage to stage,
thus, only the OCP is adopted as redundancy. Note that the
OCP always travels through the main path, while the systemic
symbols are dynamically allocated by each node.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

Since the proposed transport control is a novel scheme
based on MBSA features, the existing network simulation tools
such as OPNET/Riverbed, NS-3, etc., are difficult to use. We
therefore built a customized simulation tool on Matlab, which
can be easily converted to C/C++ codes for faster execution.

The following 4 transport layer models were simulated for
performance comparison: 1) the proposed ABC-based proto-
col, 2) TCP, 3) MPTCP, and 4) Decongestion control based on
rateless codes, as shown in Table II. For all models, MBSAs
are equipped on each node. Since mobile wireless systems are
subject to both frequency-selective fading (due to multipath
effect) and to time-selective fading (due to shadowing) [26],
and the random packet loss is caused by various reasons,
normal distributions are adopted for both link capacity and
link packet loss rate in our simulations. Specifically, for the
main path, the link capacity is set to 2M bps and the random
symbol loss rate is 1‰; for each side path in each second, the
link capacity is N(1, 0.12) Mbits/s and the random symbol
loss rate is N(1, 0.12) × 0.01, where N(µ, σ2) denotes the
normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Note that
the simulations were implemented for the aim of performance
analyses and comparison in general mesh networks, thus the
link parameters were set as moderate values. The proposed
scheme can be implemented in 5G networks if the simulation
platform is provided.

The performance of the proposed ABC scheme depends on
1) SWS, which decides the number of raw packets encoded in
each batch, and 2) CAF, which decides how long the sender

will postpone for retransmission. In the following, the impacts
of the parameters on transmission performances are simulated
and analyzed, and a comprehensive performance comparison
is conducted finally.

A. Impacts of the Standard Window Size (SWS)

As discussed in Section IV, the value of time slot (T )
depends on SWS (b), i.e., T = b/N , where N is the data
generating rate (in packets number per second). Once the
coding scheme has been determined, the larger the value of
SWS is, the more raw packets would be encoded in a batch,
yielding a higher coding rate and a lower resistance capability
to random loss. Figs. 7 shows the trends of good throughput,
delay, and retransmission ratio with the variations of SWS.
Note that the good throughput present in this work is the raw
packets, and the delay we calculated includes the waiting time
at the receiver for the retransmitted packets. The experiments
were conducted using the simulation model I (shown in Table
II), running on the fence topology as shown in Fig.6. The CAF
is set to 0.2, and the data sending rate is 2Mbits/s.

The experimental results show that when SWS is small,
the delay and the retransmission rate are high and the good
throughput is low. This is because that for a small SWS, much
bandwidth is occupied by redundant data. Note that in our
simulations, the data generating rate is set to a relatively high
value compared to the network capacity. Therefore, too much
redundancy in the pipe causes network congestion, which
decreases good throughput and increases delay and retrans-
mission rate. With the increase of the SWS, the throughput
increases, the delay and retransmission rate decrease, which
are the consequences of the higher coding efficiency. The best
performance is achieved when the SWS is 10. However, when
the SWS continues to increase, the performance deteriorates.
This is because that the increase of the SWS causes the
decrease of redundant ratio, which consequently results in
a lower loss-resistance capacity. Therefore, the receiver has
to rely more on retransmissions to retrieve the randomly lost
packets. As a consequence, retransmission and window shrink
happen more frequently, which causes lower throughput and
higher delay and retransmission rate. The ABC-based conges-
tion control eventually reach a relatively stable throughput of
around 1.94Mbps and stable delay at around 250ms, as shown
in Figs. 7.

Thus, the best strategy is that an appropriate redundancy rate
is adopted, which provides loss-resistance capability for the
random loss while leaves the congestion loss to be healed by
retransmission. To achieve this goal, an appropriate Standard
Window Size value should be chosen according to the pipe
bandwidth and random loss rate.

B. Impacts of the Congestion Adjustment Factor (CAF)

Once a NACK is received by the sender, the transmission of
all the packets will be postponed for λT seconds. Apparently,
the larger the CAF value is, the better the congestion can
be relieved since the network gets more time to clear up its
queues. The performance variations with CAF for model I
(based on the fence topology in Fig.6) are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6: Traffic Allocation upon Fence Topology

TABLE II: Simulation Models

Transmission
Scheme

Coding Method Window batch Time Window Size Adjustment Traffic allocation

Model I Proposed ABC
scheme

G =

[
Ik

11×k

]
T = b/N Automatically adjusted according to route qual-

ity and shrunk upon restransmission request
According to link
quality

Model II TCP protocol N/A One RTT TCP sliding window control algorithm Even allocation

Model III MPTCP protocol N/A One RTT TCP sliding window control algorithm According to path
quality

Model IV Rateless Coding
scheme

LT coding scheme Transmission time of a
coding block, flexible

N/A Even allocation

In the experiments, the data generating rate is 2Mbits/s, the
SWS is 7 and the time slot is T = 7× 2000×8

2×106 = 0.056 s.
It is shown that both a too small and a too large CAF values

yield degraded throughput performance. This is because that
when the CAF value is low, e.g., 0, the postponement time
is too short for the network to relieve the congestion. On the
other hand, if the CAF value is too large, the waiting time
might be longer than the congestion relief time, potentially
wasting bandwidth. Thus, an optimal CAF value should pro-
vide appropriate time for the network to relieve congestion
without wasting too much time. In our simulation, a CAF
value of 0.4 yields the best throughput performance.

Similarly, the delay and retransmission performances are
worse when a too small CAF value is adopted. A too large
CAF value also increases delay and retransmission rate. This
is because that the sender holds the retransmission for longer
time. The receiver may mistakenly think that the retransmitted
packets were lost again and send more NACKs. Experimental
results show that a CAF value of 0.2 yields the best delay
performance and a CAF value of 0.4 provides the lowest
retransmission rate.

C. Performance Comparisons

In this subsection, the transmission performances of the
proposed scheme are compared to the-state-of-art transport
layer protocols, i.e., Models II, III, IV in Table II. Figs. 9,

10 and 11 show the comparison results conducted upon the
fence topology as shown in Fig.6, where the CAF is 0.2, and
the SWS values of 7 and 10 are adopted respectively for the
ABC scheme.

In the MBSA network, both the out-of-order problem and
the packet loss are aggravated by TCP, thus, the average
window size is low and the retransmission rate is high (some-
times retransmission happens upon late-arriving packets). Fur-
thermore, each node distributes symbols randomly among its
outlets. Since the transmission quality varies from link to link,
some packets may suffer severe congestion at some links. Once
a time-out event occurs, the source node shrinks the window
size and decreases the sending rate for the entire pipe. These
facts dramatically decrease the good throughput and increase
the delay.

The MPTCP uses separate paths to transmit data and
controls the window size of each path independently, thus
increasing the good throughput and decreasing delay compared
to TCP, as shown in Figs. 9-11. However, there are three
problems in MPTCP: 1) Since the side paths have unstable
transmission quality, packets may suffer severe delay at side
path nodes, thus increasing the overall delay. 2) The payload
distribution is implemented according to the average quality
of each path, which is not efficient since the link qualities are
different within each path; 3) the formation of the MPTCP
topology needs more nodes and yields less flexibility.

For the rateless coding scheme, the redundancy coding
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effectively compensates for the random packet loss. However,
there are two problems when used in the MBSA networks:
1) The sender stops the encoding and the transmission of
a block only when a positive ACK is received. However,
the multi-hop network may cause late arrival of the ACKs,
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thereby wasting bandwidth; 2) if the packet loss is caused
by network congestion instead of random loss, the congestion
cannot be efficiently relieved since the protocol does not shrink
the window size.

The proposed scheme adopts appropriate redundancy to
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compensate for random loss, making retransmission happens
only upon congestion. In a multi-hop wireless network, a lower
retransmission rate significantly increases good throughput and
reduces delay, as shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this research, we proposed a novel transport layer proto-
col based on Adaptive Batch Coding, which differentiates the
packet loss and deals with it using different strategies. For the
random loss, the ABC-based protocol uses slight redundancy
to compensate for the lost packets, and the coding scheme
is automatically adjusted according to transmission quality.
When the number of lost packets exceeds decoding threshold,
the situation is diagnosed as congestion, therefore the lost
packets are retrieved by retransmission, and the window size
is shrunk. Simulation results show a significant performance
improvement over TCP, MPTCP and de-congestion control
schemes. Further work will focus on the dynamic network
coding for multicast flows based on queueing theory and
machine learning.
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